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T H E D E S K T O P

"The principle of the Gothic architecture," Coleridge once said,
"is infinity made imaginable." The same could be said of the
modern interface. Where the flying buttresses of Chartres ren-
dered the kingdom of heaven in stone, the information-space
on the monitor embodies—"makes imaginable"—the otherwise

42 invisible cotillion of zeros and ones whirling through our
microchips. With hindsight, of course, we can see that early
bitmappers like Doug Engelbart and Ivan Sutherland had it
easy. They were trying to represent a modest assortment of bits
and bytes, less than a floppy's worth of information. Today's
interface designers are faced with a more daunting task: the
gigabytes of data stored on most hard drives—not to mention
the epic endlessness of the World Wide Web.

In the days before Gutenberg, cathedrals were
the great signifying machines of public life. More than mere
buildings, they implied a way of looking at the world, a sacred
order, a sense of proportion. At a time when mass literacy was
unimaginable, cathedrals served as a kind of popular text built
out of stained glass and gargoyles. This sign system worked at
different scales. You could read the story of Christ in the
impossibly detailed stone carvings, of course, but you could

also zoom out far enough to see the cathedral in relation to the
town that surrounded it. That story, more than any other, was
the most momentous, the most unavoidable—all the other nar-
ratives were wrapped up inside it, like subplots in a triple-
decker novel. A town of shanties and thatched roofs and
one-story cottages clustered around the majestic spires of the
cathedral. A hundred times larger than any other built struc-
ture, and a hundred times more elaborate, the cathedral lay at
the very center of the town—physically, of course, but also
spiritually. You could see in a glance that this was a world
anchored by religion, where all roads led back to that towering
emblem of faith and submission. The organization of space—
all those medieval towns wrapped devoutly around their cathe-
drals—not only implied a specific mindset, it helped create it.

This process of imagining the world through spa-
tial organization is hardly limited to the sacred text of the
Gothic cathedral. Think of the way the agora of ancient
Greece—with its lively bartering and public debate—embodied
the vitality and intimacy of the city-state. Or think of the
consumer-society values implied in today's "edge cities": satel-
lite communities joined by freeways and shopping malls, living
spaces designed exclusively for the twin pursuits of driving
and shopping. Peer into one of those shopping malls and you'll
see how intimately related architecture is to the social imagi-
nation. By any reasonable standard, shopping malls break all
the rules: their exteriors are bleak, unfinished, forbidding; the
exits are never clearly marked; the space seems fiendishly
designed to confuse. And, in fact, it has been designed to con-
fuse: there's good money to be made from disorientation, as
there is in the techniques of "window dressing" and "impulse
buying," perfected in the first department stores of the late
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nineteenth century. A financially successful shopping environ-
ment is one that confuses you, that makes you lose your bear-
ings, that keeps you walking—since more walking necessarily
entails more exposure to merchandise that you might be sud-
denly compelled to buy (The same principle underlies the seem-
ingly illogical placement of escalators in multitiered malls,
designed specifically to force you into making one last unneces-
sary loop past that Sharper Image or Banana Republic outlet.)
The modern shopping mall—with its teeming, sense-saturating
displays and byzantine floor plan—is the spatial equivalent of
today's MTV-style advertising. In these high-velocity times,
anything that disorients sells product.

In theory, these are examples of architecture and
urban planning, but in practice they are bound up in broader
issues: each design decision echoes and amplifies a set of
values, an assumption about the larger society that frames it.
All works of architecture imply a worldview, which means that
all architecture is in some deeper sense political. "To imagine a
language," Wittgenstein famously wrote, "is to imagine a way
of life." The same is true of buildings, parks, cities—anything
conjured up by the human imagination and then cast into
stone. The way we choose to organize our space says an enor-
mous amount about the society we live in—perhaps more than
any other component of our cultural habits.

This, then, was the burden that confronted the
first generation of interface designers working in the wake of
Engelbart and Sutherland. The bitmapping revolution had
introduced the concept of dataspace, but it was still mostly a
tabula rasa, an empty lot waiting to be filled. What were the
new information architects going to build on that real estate? A
strange mix of open-endedness and limitation was contained

in the question. Because the computer was by definition so mal-
leable, capable of shape-shifting from one visual metaphor to
another, it was theoretically possible for the interface to look
like practically anything: a house, a factory, a movie, a diary.
But the limitations of seventies technology—minuscule storage
devices, sluggish microprocessors, grainy monitors—meant
that flights of fancy would quickly bump up against the ceiling
of hardware shortcomings. You could build anything you
wanted in that new information-space—but it had to be simple,
and easy to represent.

The solution that those original designers came
up with still dominates the way we imagine our computers and
the information buried deep within them. You can make the
argument that it was the single most important design decision
of the past half-century, altering not only our perception of
dataspace, but also our perception of real-world environments.
In an age of information, the metaphors we use to comprehend
all those zeros and ones are as central, and as meaningful, as
the cathedrals of the Middle Ages. The social life of that time
revolved around the spires and buttresses of "infinity imag-
ined." Our own lives now revolve around a more prosaic text:
the computer desktop. Understanding the implications of that
metaphor—its genius and its limitations—is the key to under-
standing the contemporary interface.

The story of the desktop's circuitous route to popular suc-
cess—from the R&D lab to Windows 95—is by now a familiar
one. Like most Silicon Valley sagas, it begins with a plucky
band of outcasts and dreamers, and ends with Bill Gates con-
quering the planet. There are a few definitive accounts: Steven
Levy's wonderful tribute to the Macintosh, Insanely Great, and
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Howard Rheingold's visionary study of computing's early
years, Tools for Thought (now sadly out of print). But it is
worth going over the narrative again, even in an encapsulated
form. After all, the history of rhetoric is at least as old as
ancient Greece, but there are few metaphors in that long tradi-
tion that have changed the world with such speed and such
magnitude. Computer interfaces may yet move beyond the
desktop, but whatever forms eventually evolve will still owe a

great debt to that original vision.
Like most technological breakthroughs, the

desktop metaphor came into being accidentally, as a solution to
another, unrelated problem. In its original form, the metaphor
was just a throwaway analogy, a figure of speech instead of a
fully realized interface. It was early 1972, and the researchers
at Xerox's high-end computer science lab in Palo Alto (also
known as Xerox PARC) were struggling with the legacy of
Doug Engelbart's windows. The story of Xerox PARC is a
strange and contradictory one. All the anecdotal evidence sug-
gests that it was an enormously creative, intellectually chal-
lenging place, and it summoned up an immense number of
high-tech innovations in less than a decade. (You could fairly
say that the modern idiom of computing was born there.) But
it never produced a moneymaking product in all that time—

with one possible exception.
A number of Xerox PARC scientists were vet-

erans of the Stanford Research Institute; they'd imported a
selection of Engelbart's ideas about bitmapping, mice, and
windows to Xerox, where they began tinkering with the orig-
inal model—this time on a larger budget. One researcher in
particular—a brilliant and charismatic young man named
Alan Kay—was struggling with the SRI implementation of

windows. It had been clear from Engelbart's first breathtaking
demonstration in 1968 that windows would revolutionize the
way we imagine information. But the SRI windows were clunky
and two-dimensional. They didn't overlap. As Levy writes:

While Engelbart and his Augmentation workers
had pioneered the window, the partition they had
in mind each staked out its own portion of the
monitor. Not only was it difficult to keep straight
which window one was working in, but the win-
dows wound up competing for the extremely lim-
ited real estate on the screen. Kay's solution to this
was to regard the screen as a desk, and each proj-
ect, or piece of a project, as paper on the desk. It
was the original desktop metaphor. As if working
with real paper, the one you were working on at a
given moment was on top of the pile.

Engelbart and Sutherland had endowed the dig-
ital computer with space; Kay's overlapping windows gave it
depth. It was a subtle distinction, but a profound one. You could
move in and out of the landscape on the screen, pull things
toward you or push them farther away. The bitmapping revolu-
tion had given us a visual language for information, but Kay's
stacks of paper suggested a more three-dimensional approach,
a screen-space you could enter into. The whole idea of imag-
ining a computer as an environment, a virtual world, comes
out of this seemingly modest innovation, although it would
take many years for that legacy to become visible.

As a desktop metaphor, though, Kay's overlap-
ping windows weren't terribly convincing. Judged by contem-
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porary standards, they weren't "visual metaphors" at all. Kay's
original desktop was closer to Engelbart's mouse than to the
folders and trash cans of the modern graphic interface. You
didn't feel like you were sitting at a simulated desktop at all.
The metaphor was just a way of explaining why some windows
now seemed blocked by other windows; it wasn't an attempt to
simulate a real-world desktop, just as Engelbart's mouse wasn't
designed to reproduce flesh-and-blood rodents.

It was a loose analogy, but it had staying power.
As the Xerox PARC team assembled its human-interface proto-
type over the next decade, Kay's original desktop metaphor
became increasingly concrete. If the computer could take on
any shape imaginable, why not have it mimic the old, analog
world that it would replace. It was a kind of imaginative trade-
off: if people were going to be abandoning their atom-based file
cabinets and trash cans and stacks of paper, why not just relo-
cate those things to the digital world? Part of the solution was
simply functional. You could build on the user's existing
strengths and aptitudes. Knowing something about how to
organize a file cabinet would help you organize your digital
files, just as being familiar with how trash cans work would
help you delete files. The metaphors would make the user expe-
rience more intuitive, and the playful, lively graphic metaphors
made the idea of using a computer much less intimidating. If
you could sit at a desk and shuffle papers, you could use the

machine.
And so the Xerox PARC team hammered out the

first genuine desktop interface, as part of an experimental
operating system called Smalltalk. Xerox never managed to do
anything with Smalltalk—they bundled it with an expensive
computer system called the Xerox Star that flopped spectacu-

larly in the early eighties—but the desktop metaphor was too
powerful an idea to remain trapped in a Palo Alto lab. As it
turned out, the desktop was liberated by a headstrong young
businessman who first laid eyes on Smalltalk during a tour of
the Xerox PARC facilities. His name was Steven Jobs.

Jobs, of course, was one of the founders of Apple
Computer, and he was in the market for the Next Big Thing, the
technological advance that would revolutionize computing the
way the original Apple II had several years before. He found
what he was looking for in Smalltalk. Within two years, Apple
had a desktop interface running on its Lisa machine, an expen-
sive, underpowered product that never found a market. The fol-
lowing year, however, Apple released the Macintosh—the
"computer for the rest of us"—with an inventive, mesmerizing
desktop metaphor, one that introduced almost every modern
interface element to the popular imagination: menus, icons,
folders, trash cans. More than a decade later, it remains the
standard by which all interfaces are judged. You can safely say
that all interface enhancements since are merely variations on
that original theme.

More than anything else, what made the original
Mac desktop so revolutionary was its character. It had person-
ality, playfulness. It displayed a masterful integration of form
and function, of course, but there were also instances of gratu-
itous form, art for art's sake. Windows zoomed open. Menus
flickered. You could customize the pattern of your desktop,
create your own icons. The Macintosh was far easier to use
than any other computer on the market, but it also had a sense
of style. The awkward phrase "look-and-feel," popularized by
Mac advocates, reflects just how novel this idea was. There

wasn't a word to describe a computer's visual sensibility
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because up to that point, computers hadn't had visual sensibili-
ties. The Mac changed all that. Staring at that undersized white
screen, with its bulging trash can and its twirling windows, you
could see for the first time that the interface itself had become
a medium. No longer a lifeless, arcane intersection point
between user and microprocessor, it was now an autonomous
entity, a work of culture as much as technology.

Alan Kay had realized all of this many years
before the launch of the Mac, back in those early days of over-
lapping windows: "The computer is a medium! I had always
thought of it as a tool, perhaps a vehicle—a much weaker con-
ception. . . . If the personal computer [was] a truly new medium
then the very use of it would actually change the thought pat-
terns of an entire generation." It was a lesson he had learned
from McLuhan's Understanding Media. "McLuhan's claim
[was] that the printing press was the dominant force that trans-
formed the hermeneutic Middle Ages into our scientific
society.... The press didn't do it just by making books more
available, it did it by changing the thought patterns of those
who learned to read." If the Mac's desktop metaphor suggested
a whole new digital medium, how might the conventions and
protocols of that medium change our perspective on the world?
Certainly the effects would be monumental, though they would

also be hard to predict.
Apple, of course, was more than ready to exploit

this revolutionary language, and it launched the Macintosh
with an unprecedented media blitz. The campaign itself was a
milestone for a number of reasons: on a technical level, it was
the first mass-media promotion that devoted as much attention
to an interface as to the underlying hardware itself. As if antic-
ipating this shift from engineering to artistry, the advertising

had a pronounced—some would say strident—countercultural
tone, nowhere more prominent than in the legendary "1984" ad.
Routinely ranked as one of the great commercials of all time,
the "1984" spot cast IBM as Orwell's despotic Big Brother—its
dreary, command-line operating systems doing for most PC
users what rats did for Winston Smith. In the ad—which ran
only once, during the 1984 Super Bowl broadcast—the numbed
masses are liberated by a torch-wielding jogger, who converts
them to the Mac's user-friendly graphic interface by tossing a
ball of fire at the grainy, pixelated visage of Big Brother him-
self. The campaign even included a suitably populist tag line:
"The Computer for the Rest of Us."

But despite the totalitarian imagery of their
opening salvo, the first interface wars were basically cultural
in nature, more about "lifestyle choices" than anything else.
PCs, with their arcane codes and hideous green-on-black moni-
tors, belonged to the suits, to Organization Man. The Mac's
playful interface spoke to a different demographic: jazzier, cre-
ative types, new thinkers and iconoclasts. Buying a Mac was an
expression of individual identity, like Steve Jobs wearing T--
shirts to board meetings—more of a fashion statement than a
party affiliation. The computer you used revealed your person-
ality type, not your politics. Seen from this angle, the "1984"
spot looks like a mirror image of Walter Benjamin's classic
analysis of fascism, an essentially aesthetic conflict coated
with a thin, cosmetic layer of politics, just enough to rally the
"rest of us" into action.

To a certain extent, the imaginative battle over
the desktop continues to this day, though the terms of the dis-
pute have changed. The rise of Microsoft Windows confirmed
the superiority of the desktop metaphor—the primary bone of
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contention in the original Mac-DOS debate. With both sides
now happily clicking their mice across virtual desktops, the
older conflict took on new implications. Mac devotees con-
tinued to defend the intrinsic merits of their platform, but a
new line of attack began to make the rounds. According to this
argument, Apple's products were worth supporting simply
because they were the only things keeping Microsoft from total
domination of the operating systems market. In the digital
world, where the need for compatibility propels consumers
toward a single industry standard, this sort of power rippled
out quickly into other fields. Microsoft's stranglehold on oper-
ating systems translated into massive advantages in other soft-
ware markets: business applications, or home entertainment.
Apple—the story went—was the one thing standing between
Bill Gates and a full-throttle monopoly. Rooting for the Mac was
no longer just a lifestyle issue; it was a way of standing up for
fair competition and free markets. The stakes were political,
not cultural—a battle against consolidated power rather than

an act of personal expression.
Already bound up in political and cultural dis-

pute, the desktop soon entered into legal imbroglios as well. In
1995 the Justice Department began an investigation into
Microsoft's newly announced online service, the Microsoft Net-
work (MSN), for alleged antitrust violations. The main thrust
of the complaint—filed by several of the company's competi-
tors in the online service business—revolved around the place-
ment of a single icon on the Windows 95 desktop. That icon
served as a gateway to the MSN registration screens, enabling
users to subscribe without ever leaving the desktop level of the
Windows 95 environment. At the time, industry analysts pre-
dicted that this high-profile icon would allow MSN to suck up

nine million subscribers in its first year of operation. (Its
biggest competitor, the four-year-old America Online, had just
over three million.) Figures like this led the other online ser-
vices to charge foul play, contending that Microsoft was
exploiting the strengths of its operating-system market share
to squelch competition in the budding online industry.

No matter which side you agreed with on the
issue, it was worth pointing out that the entire skirmish—
involving several massive corporations, numerous pundits both
online and off, and the Justice Department of the United States
of America—came down to a tiny little icon, winking inno-
cently at us from the cathode-ray glow of the monitor. An icon!
It was hard in the midst of all that sturm und drang to
remember the debates we had ten years ago about the Mae's
icons. The central question, at that point, had been: were they
too cutesy? Did they make the Mac seem too much like a toy? If
the desktop itself entered into the discussion, it usually had to
do with the merits of the checkerboard pattern versus the stan-
dard gray (Again, aesthetics over politics.) Fast-forward a
decade and suddenly the question of whether an icon was on or
off the desktop was a matter of national import, worthy of dis-
cussion by Janet Reno and the New York Times op-ed page. Put
in the simplest terms, what we had was a significant investiga-
tion by the highest law enforcement agency in the land, trig-
gered almost entirely by computer interface design. If there
was ever an argument for the power and the scope of the
desktop metaphor, it was to be found in this investigation. Bury
that pesky little icon three levels deep in the file directories
and—voila!—the subpoenas disappear. Plant it squarely on the
desktop and the Feds start busting down the door.
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Looking back now, with more than a decade's worth of hind-
sight, what strikes you about the early days of the desktop
metaphor is how many people resisted the idea, and how many
simply didn't get it at all. The viability of the graphic interface
is so far beyond question now that it's difficult to remember
that there was ever a dispute about it. But if you sift through
the original reviews of the Mac and the Lisa—as well as of the
pseudo graphic interfaces that appeared in other software pack-
ages about that time—you can't help but be struck by how hard
a time the critics had wrapping their minds around the new
paradigm.

Some of the reviews of the graphic interface
struck the ridiculous real-men-don't-do-windows chord that
reverberated through corporate America in the nineteen-
eighties, as in this wag from Creative Computing magazine:
"Icons and a mouse will not make a non-literate person literate.
Pointing at pictures can last only so long. Sooner or later you
must stop pointing and selecting, and begin to think and type."
The opposition now seems completely out of place to us, accus-
tomed as we are to the way spatial metaphors can augment
thought—but to those first critics, the visual language seemed
like child's play, or a cartoon. Other reviews missed the point
altogether, dismissing the Mac as a tool that only artists and
designers would have use for, as though the machine's major
innovation was MacPaint's spray can and not the interface itself.
Consider this editorial from Forbes, dated February 13,1984:

[The Macintosh's] best features are for computer
novices: MacPaint, a program that creates graphic
designs of stunning complexity, and MacWrite,
a word-processing program that goes to ingenious

lengths to set up the screen to look like a type-
writer. Both are controlled by the machine's
"mouse," which moves the cursor without the

user's touching the keyboard. Such simplicity is
not aimed at big corporations. The average middle
manager has little need for the graphics capability
of MacPaint. Most managers have a hard enough
time writing reports, without having to worry
about designing them as well.

The ease with which the author dismisses the
brilliance of those original programs ("such simplicity") is
breathtaking, of course, but even more arresting is how the
graphic interface itself flies completely below his radar.
There's not even a passing reference to the potential virtues of
organizing information visually, and the desktop metaphor
doesn't make the cut as a selling point for the machine. What
use would a middle manager have for an icon, after all? There's
a puzzling literalness to the language: the author sees a graphic
interface and immediately assumes that it must be useful only
for graphic artists. The broader conceptual liberation
promised by the graphic interface doesn't even occur to him.

Other early reviews recognized the larger claims
of the desktop evangelists but still expressed a remarkable
amount of skepticism. Most striking in these commentators is
their willingness to detach elements that we now think of as
being essential components of the desktop metaphor. "Are win-
dows enough," Personal Computing asked in a genuinely
thoughtful essay from late 1984, "or are the icons and mouse
control — which many of the new systems ignore — necessary
elements of the true desktop environment?" The question
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seems absurd to us now—like asking, "Are the typewriter keys
enough, or do you also need a ribbon?" The same article goes
on to quote an expert who bemoans the simplified idiom of
mouse and icon: "When you combine the mouse and the icons
you have a new language, a language in which there are no
verbs.... If you want to open a file you position your hand on
the mouse and you move it and the arrow moves to the file. You
click on that and that's the action. So all the verbs take place by
hand action. That's very appropriate for gross positioning or
very simple tasks, but as soon as you get into anything that's
more complex than that you've simply got to revert back to a
menu-driven interface." There's some subtlety to the observa-
tion here, but it still revolves around this bizarre opposition
between the icons and the menus, as though the two were
somehow antagonists rather than natural allies.

Longtime advocates of the graphic interface will
probably find some wry vindication in these excerpts, as well
as a few darker memories of battles with DOS snobs in the late
eighties. The mix of willful myopia and unwarranted prejudice
brings to mind a whole host of disastrous appraisals of new
technology. But these passages also make you think of count-
less early, scornful reviews of pathbreaking works of art,
works that were later assimilated into the canon of great art.
(Think of Ulysses here, or Stravinsky's Rite of Spring.) In both
cases there is a fundamental inability to see the thing itself in
the proper framework—whether we're talking about a novel or
an interface. Joyce's critics saw him as a pornographer, not a
novelist, and the crowds that rioted during the first perfor-
mance of Rite of Spring certainly didn't think they were being
subjected to music. Something comparable happened with the
desktop metaphor in the early eighties. You can see in that

Forbes editorial the same sensibility that caused the stampede
out of Stravinsky's debut. A new sound descends upon you for
the first time, and all you hear is noise. The music part escapes
you altogether. Likewise, a new way of representing informa-
tion comes across your path, but all you see is "simplicity," a
graphics program, or a child's toy

There's something satisfying in reading through
these old dispatches, but we should also be a little humbled by
this historical record. The first reviews of the Mac and its
brethren testify to the conceptual limitations that come out of
working under one paradigm and then struggling to adapt to
another. There are invariably blind spots and omissions in
these transition points, things that seem intuitive with hind-
sight but were almost impossible to grasp at the time. More
than a decade after the Mac's launch, with the triumph of
Microsoft Windows having confirmed the basic merits of the
graphic interface, it's tempting to think of our current under-
standing of the interface as a purely enlightened one, free of
prejudice. Alas, the desktop metaphor has as many limitations
and conceptual blind spots as its command-line predecessors.
Only these restrictions come from being too faithful to the orig-
inal metaphor itself, extending the original desktop into more
fully realized 3-D spaces, into office buildings and living rooms.
The conceptual failings of the mid-eighties resulted from an
inability—or an unwillingness—to see the power of the

desktop metaphor. The failings of the present day come from
taking that metaphor too literally.

Le Corbusier once described a house as "a machine for living
in." He may have got it the wrong way round. Our machines
now seem on the verge of becoming houses, populated by perky
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animated characters who guide us through the clutter and
remind us of daily chores, like a fifties sitcom housewife
sculpted out of binary code. This, at least, is the vision of
Microsoft's Bill Gates, whose 1995 software package Bob
promised a living room on every desktop, with cartoonish assis-
tants personalized for each member of the family Developed
under the supervision of Melinda French (now Mrs. Gates) and
tellingly code-named Utopia, Bob emerged in the spring of 1995
with a stunning amount of media fanfare, particularly given the
mediocre sales that followed its launch.

Like many of Microsoft's interface "advances,"
Bob borrowed heavily from preexisting innovations—in this
case, General Magic's 1994 operating system for handheld com-
puters, Magic Cap. Both Bob and Magic Cap projected the user
into a familiar, three-dimensional environment styled after a
real-world equivalent. Bob employed the extended metaphor of
a living room that could be redecorated according to the user's
sensibility. Magic Cap worked with an office metaphor, com-
plete with hallways, reference rooms, and a virtual "down-
town" that the user visits when connecting to online services
like CompuServe or America Online. New programs appeared
as objects in the room; install a spreadsheet on your hard drive,
and an adorably obsolete mechanical calculator appears on
your shelf space. In the world according to Chairman Gates,
programmers seemed fated to become interior decorators, scat-
tering bric-a-brac and binary potpourri across computer moni-
tors worldwide.

The paradoxical thing about these hyper-
metaphors was that they weren't metaphorical enough. In the
Poetics, Aristotle defined metaphor as the act of "giving the
thing a name that belongs to something else." The crucial ele-

ment in this formula is the difference that exists between "the
thing" and the "something else." What makes a metaphor pow-
erful is the gap between the two poles of the equation.
Metaphors create relationships between things that are not
directly equivalent. Metaphors based on complete identity are
not metaphors at all. In traditional interface design, a com-
puter "window" bears a kind of superficial resemblance to a
real-world window, but it's the differences between the two that
make the metaphor a successful one. (We'll look into this fur-
ther in the next chapter.) We obviously can't layer our kitchen
windows atop one another, nor can we scroll through the vista
they provide. There's a necessary distance between the real and
virtual window that makes the analogy useful to us.

Bob and Magic Cap were in the business of elimi-
nating that distance. As Alan Kay writes:

My main complaint [about modern interfaces] is
that metaphor is a poor metaphor for what needs
to be done. At PARC we coined the phrase user
illusion to describe what we were about when
designing user interfaces. There are clear conno-
tations to the stage, theatrics, and magic—all of
which give much stronger hints as to the direc-
tion to be followed— Should we transfer the
paper metaphor so perfectly that the screen is as
hard as paper to erase and change? Clearly not.

The interface environments of Bob and Magic
Cap weren't so much metaphors as they were simulations. In
the original Macintosh design, your computer desktop func-
tioned like a real-world desktop, just as your file directories
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functioned like real-world folders. Bob did away with those
comparatives: your computer is a living room, and your life in
front of the monitor should be lived according to your habits
and tastes away from computer, down to the decor of the space
itself, which you can transform from dusty Victorian to post-
modern sleek with a single mouse-click.

Somewhere along the way the good faith of user-
friendly metaphors had been replaced by the hysteria of total
simulation. The reasonable desire for analogies between the
digital and the organic had given way to an all-encompassing
quest for a pure fusion of the two. We already have enough
living rooms and hallways to go around; we don't need them
replicating across our monitors as well. A hallway is a perfect
example of the limitations of real space, limitations that the
computer needn't trouble itself with. In the off-line world, you
can't build rooms, Borges-style, with an infinite number of con-
nections to other rooms, whereas a computer hooked up to the
Internet can handle links to millions of other spaces effort-
lessly. There's something perverse in this total deference to
user-friendly simulation, like building a word processor that
faithfully reproduces a mechanical typewriter, complete with
stuck keys and worn-out ribbons. It's user-friendly, all right,
but who wants that kind of friend?

Microsoft explicitly targeted Bob at digital neo-
phytes and technophobes, the sort who stand on chairs
screaming at the sight of a computer mouse. Power users were
never part of Bob's imagined demographics (though Magic Cap
was targeted at more computer-savvy mobile professionals).
But even if Bob were to remain an entry-level interface, its cel-
ebrated accessibility has some real drawbacks, drawbacks that
have everything to do with the spatial metaphor employed by

the software. The original desktop metaphor was just loose
enough to avoid feeling restrictive or excessively bureaucratic.
You weren't fooled into thinking that you were working within
a fully realized virtual office, which is one reason that Apple
was able to market the Mac as a liberation from dull corporate
conformity. (If the desktop metaphor had been closer to a simu-
lation, the campaign would have seemed absurd.) Bob's living-
room metaphor, on the other hand, feels unnervingly safe, like a
bland, lifeless, gated community where perfectly manicured
hedges line empty streets. Bob represents the domestication of
the personal computer, in the pejorative sense of the word,
turning the miraculous shape-shifting capacities of these
machines into a dulled repetition of everyday, household
reality The real magic of graphic computers derives from the
fact that they're not tied to the old, analog world of objects.
They can mimic much of that world, of course, but they're also
capable of adopting new identities and performing new tasks
that have no real-world equivalent whatsoever. People who get
hooked on computers get hooked for this reason. They don't
become high-tech junkies because their machines remind them
of their Rolodexes; they're junkies because their machines do
things they never thought possible. Interface design should
reflect this newness, this range of possibility.

And computer novices, more than anyone, need
to understand that potential. Entry-level interfaces should
explain why a computer is unlike anything that's come before
it, which is precisely what makes it so fascinating and so pow-
erful. Interfaces such as Bob give us the comforting illusion of
domestic life, the same old living rooms recast for the digital
age, with a few animated puppets to liven things up. But it's a

sedative and not a jump start, the mother's-little-helper of
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interface design, calculated to block out everything that's so
promising and unpredictable about the medium. Interfaces
styled after Bob or Magic Cap may yet produce millions of
domesticated computer users, dutifully transcribing their
recipes into digital cookbooks, but how many of those users
will venture beyond those clean, well-lit spaces into the more
complex and revolutionary world where computers aren't
answerable to the familiar dictates of interior design? Bob isn't
so much a gateway to the information age as it is a landing pad,
a way of cushioning the blow for novices edging their way over
the high-tech precipice. And when they find that their new life
on the other side of the monitor looks exactly like their old one,
will they really be inclined to stay?

The other problem with the domesticity of
Microsoft's Bob is that the imagined space is a profoundly anti-
social one. It conceptualizes the infosphere as a private home,
sequestered from the outside world. The only contact with
other "people" comes in the form of those ridiculous cartoon
characters, those agents and info-butlers. There's a strange
sense of agoraphobia hovering over this world, as if the happy-
go-lucky, Disneyfied interior was just a roundabout way of
blocking out the shocks and the turmoil of public life. This
might have been reasonable in the old days of stand-alone
desktop computers, but in the age of the Internet, using an
interface that doesn't offer some vision of public life can seem
less like a cutting-edge exploration through information-space
and more like a visit to Miss Havisham's.

This gets to the heart of the desktop metaphor
and its broader implications. Organized space implies not just
a personal value system—as in the religious order of the
Gothic cathedrals—but also a type of community. This is true

of architecture and urban planning, and it is also true of inter-
face design. The cramped and crooked side streets of Paris up
until the late nineteenth century (still visible in parts of the
Latin Quarter and the Marais) invoked a human scale of neigh-
borhoods and face-to-face contact, more like village life than
that of a great metropolis. (The crowded conditions also cre-
ated public health problems, of course, as in the 1832 cholera
epidemic.) The city had an improvised, organic quality to it:
streets wrapped haphazardly around each other, neighborhoods
evolved unpredictably. There were a few regal exceptions to
this rule, buildings or public environs laid out by princes or
priests, but for the most part the city was a great celebration of
self-organization, a design etched out by millions of small-
scale, local decisions, with no master planner in sight.

This principle of self-organization implied a very
specific understanding of what urbanism was about. The city
was seen as a system driven from the bottom up, created by the
countless daily acts of individuals following their routines:
bartering, chatting, building, tinkering. If those crooked
Parisian streets were the embodiment of that self-organized
mentality, the novel was its reflection. (Flaubert and Balzac
leaned relentlessly on the plot device of one character acciden-
tally bumping into another character on the street—it has the
same kind of canonical stature that the Main Street shoot-out
does in spaghetti Westerns and John Ford flicks.) But that par-
ticular spatial model of the city had its antagonists. When the
first great urban developer, Baron Haussmann, razed those
older neighborhoods to build the grand boulevards of modern
Paris, his construction crews destroyed more than just build-
ings. They also destroyed a long tradition of imagining how
cities worked. Where the older Parisians saw the streets as a
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way of facilitating the random, casual encounters of public
life, Haussmann conceived of the streets in purely functional
terms: first, as a way of moving people from one place to
another as efficiently as possible, and second, as an epic, built-
world tribute to his patron, Napoleon III. The broad, straight
lines of the Rue de Rivoli and the Boulevard Saint-Michel were
alms laid on the altar of modern efficiency (not to mention the
Empire itself)- In the twentieth century, Haussmann's vision of
urban life has become the conventional wisdom. You can see it
in the edge cities of Los Angeles and Phoenix, in Eisenhower's
Interstate Highway Act of 1954, in Robert Moses's notorious
Cross-Bronx Expressway. As Le Corbusier—who yearned to
repackage the Marais as an immaculate grid of buildings—
once suggested, the modern street is a "machine for creating
traffic." If a city happens to get in the way of that machine, too

bad for the city.
There is a lesson here for interface designers, as

they look for ways to expand the desktop metaphor into the
public life of the Internet. We used to hear a great deal about
how computers were creating a generation of asocial geeks,
more comfortable with their gadgets than with real people, but
the rise of bulletin-board communities like the Well and
ECHO—not to mention the Web itself—has changed all that. In
the past few years, a more encouraging trend has become
apparent to most people who have spent tune online. Instead of
being a medium for shut-ins and introverts, the digital com-
puter turns out to be the first major technology of the twen-
tieth century that brings strangers closer together, rather than
pushing them farther apart. Most of the major innovations of
the past hundred years have made it progressively easier to
avoid contact—and particularly conversation—with people

who aren't colleagues, or family, or friends. The automobile cre-
ated the isolated cloisters of suburbia; the telephone and the
television kept us firmly implanted in our domestic spaces;
even the public life at the cinema unfolds under a vow of
silence. The last major technological revolution that brought
strangers closer together was the cotton gin and its industrial
descendants, which relocated millions of workers from the
sparsely developed countryside of Europe and the eastern
United States and crammed them into the tenements and
assembly lines of factory towns like Manchester and Lowell.
The Internet is once again allowing strangers to interact with
one another, though this time without the violence and the
drudgery of the Industrial Revolution.

There's something deeply encouraging in this
rediscovered public life, but much of it is still speculative.
Much of it, in fact, will depend on the interfaces dreamed up in
the next few years, interfaces designed to represent communi-
ties of people rather than private workspaces. Interestingly
enough, the early returns suggest that these interfaces may
well use 3-D environments—not unlike the living rooms and
offices of Bob and Magic Cap—to their advantage. The ques-
tion is whether these new environments will end up looking
like the gated communities of Los Angeles or the more open-
ended, improvisational street theater of traditional urban life.

On the screen you are a yellow sphere, sporting Groucho glasses
and a bow tie, floating in a dark, austere hallway The space is
littered with a dozen other yellow spheres, similarly accoutered.
At first glance, the scene suggests a costume ball at a tennis
clinic, at least until you notice that the spheres are talking to
one another, in cartoon-style text balloons that pop up beside
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them at regular intervals. Every minute or so one of the spheres
departs for another room, and every minute or so a new one
arrives to join the conversation. The banter, to be sure, is more
than a few notches below Algonquin Round Table levels, with an
undue emphasis on the phrase "where you from?" and various
garbled obscenities. But the experience is hypnotic nonetheless.

This surreal tableau belongs to Mark Jeffries's
extraordinary 1995 software creation, The Palace. Each yellow
sphere represents a computer user logged into the Internet; a
given Palace room might contain users from Malaysia, Prague,
and Peoria, chatting each other up in real-time conversation.
Global chat, of course, has been around for several years—in
the much-ridiculed chat rooms of America Online, or the
typing jam sessions of Internet Relay Chat (IRC). But the
Palace introduces a critical spatial element to what had previ-
ously been an exclusively textual affair. Traditional chat rooms
were rooms only in the loosest sense—more like scripts really,
with each new line scrolling down a text-only screen. The
Palace projects those conversations into an ambient space; the
original Palace contained banquet halls and boudoirs, stair-
wells and drawing rooms. Users can roam freely through this
architecture; some tend to settle into a favorite space, while
others enjoy hopping from environment to environment. In the
chat rooms of AOL and IRC, users concoct a persona for them-
selves primarily through their screen names, giving them lim-
ited opportunities for self-definition. The Palace software lets
you craft a visual presence that other users experience when
they encounter you in a room: you can don a range of gay
apparel—from the Groucho glasses to a glittering tiara—or
you can dispense with the yellow sphere altogether and fashion

yourself Dick Nixon or Pamela Lee Anderson.

Like so much of today's interface culture, The
Palace's most innovative feature has remarkably low-tech roots:
in the popular "sporting room," you can challenge another user
to a game of chess, sliding rooks and pawns across a virtual
board while other users loitering around the room look on.
This strikes me as being one of the small miracles of contem-
porary interface design—not for any radical innovation, but
for the way it simulates the casual sociability of pickup chess
matches in Washington Square Park or the Tuileries: a few
strangers tossed together by chance and shared interests,
exchanging a few words over a game of chess, while others
heckle and second-guess around them. Up to now, social inter-
faces have been relentlessly textual, nothing but a parade of
words on a screen; The Palace interface adds a whole new
dimension to the virtual community: the more visual, impro-
vised theater of town squares and urban parks, pickup softball
games and watercooler banter.

Software like The Palace makes me think that the
whole "Web surfing" metaphor may prove inadequate for the
social meanderings of most netizens. Real-world surfing, after
all, is an exceedingly solitary activity; in its traditional usage,
the Web surfer is seen battling the ceaseless waves of informa-
tion flow, without much regard for the other surfers out there
navigating the same channels. (We will return to the limita-
tions of the surfing idiom later.) The Palace, on the other hand,

suggests a much more pedestrian metaphor: Baudelaire's flaneur,
the "man of the crowd" drawn to the tumult of the nineteenth-
century boulevard, drawn to the "kaleidoscope of conscious-
ness" found among the teeming masses prowling those
metropolitan streets. The chance encounters of The Palace
interface are a sign of things to come: social interfaces that
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approximate the thrill, and the unpredictability, of casual
encounters in a more textured space, shaped by the physical

presence of those around you and the possibility of interaction
that goes beyond a few polite epithets. On your first visit to The

Palace, you can't help sensing that something powerful is
working its way into existence through those floating orbs, the
sort of rich, vibrant interaction that strangers once enjoyed on

the streets of our cities and that they may yet enjoy again on

the virtual boulevards of cyberspace.
And yet the promise fades quickly. On most of

my visits to The Palace, I find myself thinking happily of
Baudelaire and Washington Square Park until I start paying
attention to what's being said. Despite The Palace's emphasis
on the social possibilities of interface design, the conversations
taking place within those oak-paneled walls leave a great deal
to be desired. Consider this representative exchange:

Guest 872: et tu viens souvent en france

Prince Thiago: Await

Dollar: clean
:Steven: ah oui
Guest 688: non jamais
Guest 702: HELLO homofobiazns how is it

sceezin

Guest 872: pourquoi

:Bob: hi 541
Guest 880: flexing your chest
Dollar: where is you're palace

:Bob: sure are you?
rock: Salut dollar

K-MAN: what are you doing owner

Guest 872: )kiss
DoUar: hello

Guest 880: to painful

K-MAN: what are you doing owner

K-MAN: what are you doing owner
Guest 688: pas assez d'argent

K-MAN: what are you doing owner
:Bob: where are you 541?

I've heard a few online denizens make the case
for this language as a kind of digital-age free verse, a verbal

stew of disconnected phrases and libidinal outbursts, some-
thing Burroughs might have scissored together on a slow
night in Lawrence. But it reminds me of graffiti, and graffiti of
the worst kind: isolated declarations of selfhood, failed con-
versations, slogans, tag lines. You don't really see a commu-
nity in these exchanges; you see a group of individuals all
talking past one another, and talking in an abbreviated,
almost unintelligible code. Most real-time chat is like this, of
course, as a quick visit to AOL's conversation spaces will
make clear, but somehow the flatness of the language, its eva-

siveness, seems more pronounced when projected onto the
vast quarters of The Palace. At least on AOL the bare-bones

visuals—a line of text scrolling down the screen—feel
somehow commensurate with the general pitch of the conver-
sation. Wandering through the banquet halls and grand stair-

cases of The Palace, you can sense the staccato dialogue being
dwarfed by the surroundings. (It's a little like renting out the

London Symphony to play a few bars of "Happy Birthday.")

There's something wrong in the scale of the experience, and

you can't help but wonder if the problem will only grow more
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exaggerated as our virtual environments become more lavish,
and more true to life.

Certainly, the most successful online communi-
ties to date have been text-only affairs, almost without excep-
tion. The WeU and ECHO, Parent Soup and The Book Report,
HotWired's Threads, Howard Rheingold's Electric Minds:
almost every thriving digital gathering place has anchored
itself squarely in text. (Most of these communities still have
the visual sensibility of DOS circa 1989.) For all the furnish-
ings, The Palace doesn't feel like a place yet. It feels more like
some massive back-lot set with a dozen tourists and passersby
improvising lines awkwardly under the floodlights. You don't
feel at home in this environment; you feel lonely—or worse,
you feel the loneliness of being trapped in a room with a
handful of loners, reaching out over the wire for those abrupt,
meaningless entreaties: "what are you doing owner? what are
you doing owner? where are you 541?" It's not the act of
seeking companionship and camaraderie over the Net that dis-
concerts here. The citizens of ECHO and the Well regularly
establish rich and lasting relationships over the modem, rela-
tionships that eventually meander their way into face-to-face
contact. Mediated conversations are not by definition
shallow—think of the telephone, where "reaching out to touch
someone" can take the form of a heart-to-heart with a loved
one or a sex-line chat with the recorded voice of a porn star.

The medium itself may be capable of creating
both lifelong friendships and flimsier, pickup-room encounters,
but clearly the spatial metaphor (or lack thereof) has an enor-
mous influence on the type of community created. And this
gets to the most perplexing part of the matter: almost without
exception, the leading examples of digital sociability didn't

require a spatial metaphor to make their communities happen.
For the most part, the social fabric of cyberspace is still
stitched together by the gossamer thread of text. There are
plenty of Silicon Valley players betting that this will change, as
3-D software grows more commonplace and users grow com-
fortable navigating through more realistic environments. But
perhaps the text-driven model will have a longer shelf life than
the soothsayers think. It is conceivable that, by the end of the
next decade, we will arrive at a consensus that larger virtual
communities—communities made up of hundreds of involved
citizens—may simply exceed the representational capacity of
any spatial metaphor. If the depth of shared experience is the
yardstick by which you ultimately measure your community—
and it's probably as good an index as any—then I must admit
that I have a hard time imagining a better platform for commu-
nity building than the traditional, text-based bulletin-board
system utilized by ECHO and the Well (along with many Web
sites). These acclaimed "electronic salons" are information-
spaces in only the loosest sense of the term, and yet they don't
appear to suffer at all from the lack of an environmental
metaphor. (Electric Minds actually built a Palace as a cus-
tomized extension of their text-driven Web site, but it is nearly
always empty.) In my experience at least, there is more shared
wisdom in a single thread on the Well than there is in a hun-
dred Palace gatherings or 3-D chats.

But perhaps this is yet another case of the blind-
ness that accompanies every significant reworking of the inter-
face medium. If Forbes could see only the child's-toy sensibility
of the Mac desktop, then surely we shouldn't be so quick to
write off the inane, abbreviated banter of The Palace. I have no

doubt that people will develop new forms of conversation better
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suited to these environments, and that surprisingly powerful
interactions will emerge out of them. (Think of the way the
edgy formality of early phone conversations metamorphosed
into the more probing, engaged marathon sessions of your
average adolescent.) Even today, the early experiments with
onscreen "avatars"—digital representatives that stand in for
you in the virtual space, like the glowing orbs of The Palace-
suggest that future interfaces may allow for more physical,
more gestural expressiveness. No doubt that line of research
will eventually yield a convincing, intuitive interface for a gath-
ering of four or five people, a design that relies heavily on a spa-
tial metaphor to bring those individuals closer to one another.
But I am not so confident about communities of hundreds of
people, or thousands. There the spatial metaphors begin to
break down, and the asynchronous, text-only posts of most
bulletin-board systems seem more appropriate, more enabling.

Of course, not every online gathering place is
judged by the standards of conversational depth. As it turns
out, the one domain that has successfully extended the original
desktop metaphor into three dimensions is that of video
games—most notably the blood-and-guts, "first-person shooter"
genre of Doom, Marathon, and Quake. Interface design prob-
ably comes closest to architecture in these programs, as game
players scurry through their chambers of gore, toting machine
guns and blasting at everything in their path. Given the core
audience of teenage boys, there's no denying that the carnage
is an important part of the appeal, but what catches the eye ini-
tially about these games is the visual rush, the vertigo of
moving through a textured onscreen space at high velocity.
(The rise of motion sickness as a regular side effect of playing
these games should be a sign that something significant is in

the works here.) The pleasure of these games is as much the
pleasure of mastering a space, learning to navigate though it,
as it is the pleasure of shooting things.

But the architectural element in these games goes
well beyond merely occupying a space. The shareware libraries
on the Net teem with new levels for Doom and Marathon, digital
buildings constructed by end-users and decked out with the req-
uisite futurist-medieval paraphernalia. Among gaming afi-
cionados, trading custom-designed environments is a ritual as
commonplace as the proverbial neighbor borrowing the prover-
bial cup of sugar. Sure, the virtual spaces being swapped back
and forth won't give the Centre Pompidou a run for its money—
most of them look like B-movie versions of Alien or Excalibur—
but the very nature of the exchange is telling in its own right.
After all, these aren't baseball cards or GI Joe dolls we're talking
about; these are little worlds, little environments. Dreaming
them up in the first place is a legitimate form of self-expression
(even if it is constrained by the generic bloodlust of Quake and
Doom), and the idea of sharing these worlds with other gamers
suggests a whole new model for community building, where the
exchange between individuals no longer simply takes place
within a space. Instead, the space serves as content, not context.
The bartered game levels function like sentences in this peculiar
conversation, the back-and-forth of varied worldviews jostling
for supremacy or approbation. You want your Quake level to
impress your fellow gamers, or seduce them—the way the decor
of your apartment or your office is designed to make an impres-
sion on any visitor who happens to stumble into it. The architec-
ture of that virtual space doesn't frame the conversation—it's a
central component of it. We're used to communicating with our

friends and family by sending them snapshots or sketches or
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tape mixes, but in the future we will reach out to those around us
by sharing virtual environments. Constructing elaborate palaces
as tokens of affection used to be the exclusive province of roy-
alty and multimillionaires. Perhaps now the gift of built space
will become more commonplace as a gesture of friendship or
affection, once the software moves beyond the high-octane fury
of Doom and Quake.

The wonderful thing about these trading rituals
is that once you've shared a Quake level, you can always gather
together a group of friends or strangers and go hang out in it.
Id Software—the company behind both Doom and Quake—
designed the latter for the Internet from the ground up,
enabling dozens of players, each logged onto the Net from a dif-
ferent locale, to battle one another in Quakespace. Watching
one of these multiple-player sessions doesn't exactly reinforce
the conventional wisdom of the Net bringing strangers closer
together, since what these strangers are doing is slaughtering
one another, and the only dialogue takes the form of
Schwarzenegger-style taunts. ("Hasta la vista, baby!") But
there is no question that the architectural metaphor has made
the gathering possible, even if its core activity doesn't live up
to the communal hype. That alone suggests that spatial
metaphors of the original desktop will expand into more
vividly realized environments over the next few years, environ-
ments designed specifically to accommodate gatherings of indi-
viduals separated geographically The real question is whether
these environments will be good for anything other than simu-
lated carnage. Already, there is talk about co-opting Quake-
space for more peaceful activities. Id Software kept
specifications for designing levels as open-ended as possible,
with the hope that end-users or other software companies

might design virtual worlds that were not exclusively fixated on
bloodshed. There's no reason why a Quake level couldn't be
designed to accommodate a game of hide-and-seek—or, for that
matter, a weekly Emily Dickinson reading group. It sounds
improbable, of course, but stranger things have happened in
technohistory.

If more enlightened communities do eventually
sprout in Quakespace, there will be a certain measure of irony
to this transformation. After all, the first spatial metaphors to
find their way into the computer interface were mistaken for
video games, and it took years for the DOS snobs and command-
line devotees to accept the computer desktop as anything other
than a child's toy. Perhaps with the rise of the "first-person
shooter," the sequence will be reversed: a seemingly mindless
video game will end up transforming our sense of information-
space, the way the desktop metaphor did twenty years before.
The original advocates for the graphic interface spent countless
hours keeping their creations separate from the superficial
world of video games. Tomorrow's desktop metaphors—and
particularly those metaphors designed to represent online
communities—may very well prove to be emigres from that
world. What was once seen as a threat to the desktop metaphor
may well turn out to be the most fertile breeding ground for its
successor.
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conclusion

I N F I N I T Y
IMAGINED

Anyone who followed the "canon wars" of the late eighties
knows that history departments and literature seminars have
been experimenting with a new form of historiography in

206 recent years: subaltern studies, people's histories, "archaeolo-
gies" of the past—all told from the viewpoint of groups usually
silenced in traditional accounts. The cast of characters is familiar
by now: factory laborers, the mentally ill, Native Americans,
working women, criminals, gays and lesbians—the whole parade
of "otherness" championed by progressive thinkers and ridi-
culed by back-to-the-canon conservatives like William Bennett
and Dinesh D'Souza. Maybe it's time to add to that list the ever-
growing dustheap of obsolete technologies—not only the
machines that were outmoded by sleeker or better-marketed
competitors, but also the machines that never found a market at
all, despite possessing superior technology. If our social history
now belongs to the outcasts and the oppressed, then perhaps
our high-tech history is due for the same reversal of fortune.

What would this kind of history look like? For
the most part, it would be dominated by cranks and tinkerers,

the sort who file for a hundred patents in a lifetime and never
make a penny for their labors. The armchair inventor and the
gadget freak didn't preside over the lore of nineteenth-century
capitalism the way the dashing young man about town did, but
the figure of the neighborhood tinkerer certainly had its
moments. Most of us remember the ending of Madame Bovary
for the heroine's suicide at the hands of pulp fiction, but the
novel actually ends with the pharmacist Hommais—the ama-
teur inventor and full-time crank—being awarded the Prix
d'Honneur. You can see this denouement as an emblem of
Flaubert's dark irony, or his obsession with the pathologies of
"modern stupidity." (What better antihero for Madame Bovary,
a book about the-illusions of the mass-marketed romance, than
the bothersome, know-it-all next-door neighbor?) But you can
also see in that ending a remarkable prescience. If Emma
Bovary is the great literary ancestor of the modern tabloid-
addled suburban housewife, Hommais belongs uniquely to his
own era—all those gentlemen of leisure concocting new
mechanical plowshares, or those precocious twenty-somethings
experimenting with metallurgy and magnetism in sooty, lamp-
lit chambers.

Seen from the right angle, Hommais turns out to
be nothing less than an incompetent, Gallic rendition of
Edison—the definitive icon of late-nineteenth-century entrepre-
neurial capitalism. And even Thomas Alva himself would play a
prominent role in our alternative history of obsolete machines.
The man may have powered up the first electricity grid and sung
"Mary Had a Little Lamb" into the first phonograph, but the labs
at Meruo Park and West Orange also produced a steady stream of
duds alongside the success stories. This is to be expected, of
course: significant inventions are like omelettes—you have to
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break some eggs to make them happen. But we would do well to
spend some time contemplating those broken shells, to learn
more about the discards and miscarriages, the "creative destruc-
tion" that propels all high-tech advancement.

You could build an entire academic press around
this line of inquiry, though the end result might look more like a
machinic freak show than a serious body of research. In the end,
I suspect, the most interesting studies would gravitate not toward
the cranks and useless gadgetry, but rather toward the legitimate
visionaries and their breakthrough inventions—if only to show
how hard it is to project outward from a major technological
advance, to see beyond the mechanical details to the machine's
broader social consequence. Remember Edison's description of
the phonograph and its future applications? How many of those
had anything to do With what phonographic technology eventu-
ally became useful for? Only a small fraction, of course—
because technohistory is littered with unintended consequences
and limited fields of vision. According to Edison, the record
player was an upgrade for the telephone medium, an enhance-
ment. Perhaps people would occasionally listen to prerecorded
music on the device, but for the most part, Edison thought,
they'd be sending each other dictated letters through the postal
system—like today's voice mail without the immediacy.

As always, "the street finds new uses for things."
What's remarkable here is not that the street appropriates the
technology but that we have such a hard time envisioning
those appropriations before they happen. It's as though the
sharp, luminous shock of revelation—the eureka moment of
all inventor mythology—carries with it a certain haziness, a
glare that blocks out as much information as it reveals. You
stumble across a way to record voices, but you can't see what

it's good for. You predict the rise of the desktop PC, but all you
can imagine it doing is filing cooking recipes. This is the hard
bargain of life on the cusp of high-tech paradigm shifts: you're
blessed with a certain technical enlightenment, but it's difficult
to see much beyond that bright knowingness. Blindness and
insight—you can't have one without a solid dose of the other.

Nothing illustrates this point more powerfully
than Vannevar Bush's wondrous Memex device, now widely
considered one of the PC's venerable ancestors. As we saw in
chapter 4, Bush's speculations on the associative powers of the
Memex anticipated much of the modern PC's storage-and-
retrieval capabilities, as well as the hyperlinks of the World
Wide Web. But this is a selective, hindsight-driven reading of
"As We May Think," one that emphasizes the passages where
Bush gets the future right and ignores the many sections where
his vision is decidedly less clairvoyant. You can describe the
Memex as an information processor that enables you to store
old documents, write notes to yourself, organize data, and per-
form calculations—all while sitting at your desktop. That
sounds a great deal like your everyday PC circa 1997. But you
can also describe the Memex in a different fashion, punching
up other elements in the mix, elements that seem less conse-
quential to us now because they didn't come to pass. Consider
just this short inventory:

1. The user captures information via a small camera
lodged on her forehead or her glasses, snapping
pictures of documents as she reads them.

2. The documents are transformed by "dry photog-
raphy" into small microfilm-style images, which
are stored in the body of the Memex device.
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3. The storage mechanism is a linear roll moving
from left to right, with each frame on the roll con-
taining thousands of miniature documents.

4. When the user is away from her desktop, she
enters text into the device using spoken words,
transmitted via radio communication.

The list could go on. (Bush spends several pages at
the essay's outset exploring the technical possibilities of dry pho-
tography, a reproduction method that has absolutely nothing to do
with the modern computer.) In each instance, the machine
described appears to be a completely different species from the
modern desktop PC—more like a souped-up microfilm device
that has been crossbred with a photocopier. Some might consider
this a matter of quibbling over minor details. So what if Bush
didn't anticipate the microprocessor or the video monitor? Surely
it's enough that he came up with the basic vision of a desktop
information processor. After all, no one else at the time had man-
aged such a remarkable imaginative leap. Who cares if he hap-
pened to be distracted by the red herrings of dry photography?

These objections might be more persuasive if the
Memex's dry-photography foundations didn't have such pro-
found consequences for the device itself. The photographic
medium is static, immutable—you take a snapshot of a page
and it's frozen in that form forever. In Bush's system, even the
notes entered directly by the user were captured on microfilm
and remained crystallized in that original state for the rest of
their existence. You could "interact" with documents by linking
them to other documents using Bush's brilliant system of
"trails"—but you couldn't actually edit them, change words
around, add paragraphs, delete whole passages. You could orga-

nize documents using the powerful associative tools that Bush
conjured up, but you couldn't manipulate their contents. This
was no minor oversight. The ability to alter the content of a doc-
ument—experimenting with different phrasings, rearranging
things, cutting and pasting—this may be the defining character-
istic of the digital computer, what separates it from its mechan-
ical predecessors. Imagine a word processor or a spreadsheet
that let you enter one draft of a document and then prohibited
any subsequent alteration—it would be an appalling product, of
course, but it would also suggest a fundamental misunder-
standing of the digital medium, like an oven without a tempera-
ture knob or a radio tuned perpetually to one station. The power
of manipulation is the sine qua non of the modern computer, its
core competency And Vannevar Bush missed it altogether.

I bring up this point not to take anything away
from Bush's prophetic essay, but to introduce a larger argu-
ment about our own historical moment and this strange new
medium of interface design. Bush, of course, described more of
late-twentieth-century technology in that short essay than
anyone before him—and for that he deserves pride of place in
the annals of digital computing. (Indeed, as I tried to show in
the "Links" chapter, today's interface designers would do well
to be more faithful to certain elements of the Memex's architec-
ture.) But for all his extraordinary insight, Bush couldn't see
the PC's defining characteristic, the malleability of digital
information. There is a lesson here for anyone who attempts to
make sense of the high-tech world, a lesson that is close to the
heart of this book's primary thesis. At the threshold points
near the birth of new technology, all types of distortions and
misunderstandings are bound to appear—misunderstandings
not only of how the machines actually work but also of more
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subtle matters: what realm of experience the new technologies
belong to, what values they perpetuate, where their more indirect
effects will take place.

Twenty years ago, the graphic interface seemed
like a toy, virtual training wheels for computer novices. Now we
readily accept it as a necessity for serious computing: functional
and easy to use; an essential tool for power users and neophytes
alike. But to go beyond that efficiency model and see the graphic
interface as a medium as complex and vital as the novel or the
cathedral or the cinema—that's an assumption that still requires
some getting used to. The recent battles between techno-utopians
and neo-Luddites have not helped matters much. One side
announces that the Internet is the "greatest invention since
the discovery of fire" while the other eulogizes the death of the
slower, more introspective consciousness of print media. The
cultural impact of new technology is hard enough to predict
without the fury of manifestos obscuring our view. This, in fact,
may be the most important lesson to draw from "As We May
Think": not the dead-on predictions or the false leads, but
instead the tone of the essay itself, which is sober, reflective,
exploratory, intent neither on burying the past nor on
renouncing the future. Vannevar Bush may have neglected a few
critical elements of the modern PC, but the general sensibility of
his prose should be a model for all techno-criticism to come.

What, then, are the blind spots of our own age?
We have already encountered a few: the tyranny of image over
text, the limitations of the desktop metaphor, the potential
chaos of intelligent agents. But there is a more fundamental—
and for that reason more difficult to perceive—blind spot in the
high-tech imagination, and it has to do with the general region

of experience that the interface is felt to occupy. Until very

recently, interface design belonged squarely to the geeks and
computer hobbyists—a niche market at best. The rise of the
Mac and Windows introduced a mass audience to desktops and
icons, while the Web's popularity endowed browsers and hyper-
text with a certain subcultural sexiness. All these develop-
ments suggest a widening of the interface audience, but the
medium itself still belongs to the world of functionality and
increased convenience. We're subjected to endless advertise-
ments promising us a miraculous digital future, and yet the
scenarios they deliver tend to be remarkably mundane:
ordering concert tickets, reviewing X rays from a remote loca-
tion, sending photos to relatives by e-mail. There is a strange
mix of narrowness and wild boosterism in this climate: we're
reminded a dozen times each day that the digital revolution
will change everything, and yet when we probe deeper to find
out what exactly will change under this new regime, all we get
are banal reveries of sending faxes from the beach.

The most profound change ushered in by the dig-
ital revolution will not involve bells and whistles or new pro-
gramming tricks. It will not come in the form of a 3-D Web
browser or voice recognition or artificial intelligence. The
most profound change will lie with our generic expectations
about the interface itself. We will come to think of interface
design as a kind of art form—perhaps the art form of the next
century. And with that broader shift will come hundreds of
corollary effects, effects that trickle down into a broad cross
section of everyday life, altering our storytelling appetites, our
sense of physical space, our taste in music, the design of our
cities. Many of these changes will be too subtle or gradual for
most people to notice—or rather, we'll notice the changes but
we won't perceive their relationship to the interface, because
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the various elements will appear to belong to different cate-
gories, like so many aisles in a grocery store. But the history of
technoculture is the history of such interminglings, the
unlikely secondary effects of new machines rippling out to
transform the society that surrounds them.

The most fertile historical analogy for this process
is the invention of perspective in painting. When Brunelleschi
and Alberti hit upon a way to create the illusion of depth on a
two-dimensional surface in the early fifteenth century, you could
see their techniques—the vanishing point, the picture plane-
as just another clever trompe de Foeil, a curiosity piece. Cer-
tainly, it was an improvement on the muddled visual space of
medieval art, but artists were always coming up with new tech-
niques to advance their craft: chiaroscuro, the camera obscura,
pointillism. Perspective, however, turned out to be more than
just a minor enhancement to the painter's repertoire. The math-
ematical studies of Alberti and Leonardo transformed not just
the spatial language of European painting but also the role of
the artist itself, elevating painting to a higher cognitive
stature—closer to science or philosophy than to popular enter-
tainment, and in doing so helped create the whole notion of the
artist as intellectual. Perhaps more important, perspective cen-
tered the visual field on the human point of view, instead of a
disembodied or divine locus, a shift that was imitated in count-
less disciplines throughout the fourteenth and fifteenth cen-
turies as scholars and artists and scientists grounded their work
in the physical, lived reality of the human body. Perspective
began as a technical innovation, but it eventually helped pro-
duce what we now call the Renaissance.

The discovery of information-space may engender
a social transformation as broad and as variegated as the one

that foUowed Alberti's marvelous breakthrough. And that is why
it is so essential that we acknowledge the medium's richness and
complexity, its range of expression and its cultural import.
Every major technological age attracts a certain dominant
artistic form: the mathematical and optical innovations of the
Renaissance were best realized in the geometry of perspective
painting; the industrial age worked through its social crises in
the triple-decker novel. This digital age belongs to the graphic
interface, and it is time for us to recognize the imaginative work
that went into that creation, and prepare ourselves for the imagi-
native breakthroughs to come. Information-space is the great
symbolic accomplishment of our era. We will spend the next few

decades coming to terms with it.

In the end, this book is only a preliminary survey of the field, a
glimpse of the new medium in its formative years as it gropes
uneasily for new ways to represent information. We can look for-
ward to a great deal of maturation in our interfaces over the next
few years. A decade from now the desktop metaphor may seem as
quaint and bewildering to us as the command-line interface does
now. On the other hand, certain interface elements may remain
constant over time: the window, for instance, appears to have a
certain durability—not unlike the Baroque frames that survived
several generations of artistic fashion in the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. Part of the point of this book, of course, is
that we can't always predict what will change and what won't—
that's one reason that the technology is so powerful. What is
clear, however, is that the influence of this technology will
extend weU beyond the traditional scope of the computer inter-
face, just as Renaissance perspective transformed more than the
frescoes and basilicas of Florence and Rome. I have tried to
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sketch some of those unlikely side effects and migrations in the
preceding pages. The reader may judge whether they seem plau-
sible, and history, of course, will grant us the final account.

While the details may change as the form evolves,
I think it is possible to settle on a few broad themes or tensions
in the interface medium—themes that will come to dominate
both highbrow and lowbrow experiences of information-space
over the next decade. I suspect some readers will already have
detected other themes winding through the preceding pages;
for clarity's sake, I have tried to deal only with the major
threads here, the ones poised to dominate the field for some
time. In other media, of course, such thematic oppositions are
commonplace, and most of them end up outlasting the artistic
movements that first brought them to the forefront of debate.
The novel, for instance, has been wrestling with the demons of
psychological depth ever since George Eliot and Henry James
began to explore the full dimensions of late-Victorian mental
life. (D. H. Lawrence once said that Eliot was the first to write
novels where the most important events took place in the char-
acters' heads.) The battle between introspection and social por-
traiture lies at the very heart of modernism, of course, and
even extends to the vacant, brand-saturated wilderness of the
K mart realists and other postmodern writers. At least a cen-
tury of novel writing has agitated over that divide—so much so
that the tension between inside and outside in modern fiction
almost goes without saying now, a received idea last discussed
in earnest during high-school American lit. But the theme
itself still exerts an enormous influence over the way that we
make sense of the novel as a form.

The problem with the interface medium at pres-
ent—and this is one reason that we have trouble taking it seri-

ously as a medium—is that we don't have a language like this to
describe it. For the most part, our evaluative criteria reduce to
the bottom-dollar question: is it easy to use or not? There's
invariably a bonus round for the cyber-slackers—is it cool?—but
that's usually where the critique comes to a grinding halt. As I've
tried to show in the preceding chapters, it's not that our inter-
faces are lacking in imaginative depth or complexity; it's just
that we don't have the critical vocabulary to deal with them in
anything but the most rudimentary terms. What follows is an
attempt to sketch out a few major oppositions that will hold sway
over the interface medium for at least the next ten years. Imagine
these themes as templates of sorts, to be filled out by the detail
work of countless interface artists to come. We need their labors
and their insights to grasp the emerging stature of the interface
medium, to see it in its full glory As Eliot wrote in The Mill on
the Floss, "The full sense of the present could only be imparted
gradually by new experience—not by mere words which must
remain weaker than the impressions left by the old experience."

Spatial Depth Versus Psychological Depth

In the spring of 1994, Broderbund Software released Robyn and
Rand Miller's classic interactive adventure Myst, the gaming
world's elegant and vaguely Borgesian ambassador to high-
brow culture. Quickly dubbed the first "video game for adults"
and the "Ulysses of CD-ROM," Myst attracted the kind of con-
templative, sober analysis usually reserved for art films and lit-
erary biographies. The Miller brothers themselves seemed
headed for certifiable cult status, auteurs for the digital age, a
hybrid of David Lynch and J. R. R. Tolkien. But the hype led
quickly to the inevitable backlash, and in November of that
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year, the Washington Post ran a long story by its Pulitzer
Prize-winning critic Michael Dirda that took issue with the
game's inflated artistic reputation. As entertainment, Dirda
argued, Myst offers a mixed bag: mediocre game play at a
sedentary pace set against a lavish, fully-rendered backdrop. As
a work of art, however, Myst didn't make the grade: "The char-
acters are ciphers," Dirda wrote, "the language nearly nonexis-
tent and the plot trite." In other words, gamers looking for
stunning graphics will be well accommodated on Myst's lavish
isle, but aesthetes hankering for cutting-edge, digital art forms
shouldn't purchase that CD-ROM drive just yet, given Myst's
limited offerings. If you're looking for psychological depth and
literary complexity, Dirda suggested, you're still better off with
the analog pleasures of Henry James and William Faulkner.

Dirda had a point, of course—the characters in
Myst were as flimsy and low-resolution as the digitized clips
they appeared in, and at the rare points where the writing was
halfway decent, the lines were invariably mangled by the oblig-
atory faux English accents of all CD-ROM acting. If this was
supposed to be a Ulysses conjured up out of zeros and ones,
then where was the cognitive depth of Joyce's novel, the ambu-
latory and absentminded central intelligence of Leopold Bloom
or Stephen Dedalus? It was tempting to see in Dirda's critique
an echo of Sven Birkerts's eulogy to the deep consciousness of

the traditional novel:

As our culture is rapidly becoming electronic, we
are less and less what we were, a society of iso-
lated individuals. We are hurrying to get on-line,
and the natural corollary to this is that the idea of
individuality must come under siege In time

we will all live, at least partially, inside a kind of
network consciousness.... Our spells of unbroken
subjective immersion will become rarer and rarer,
and may even vanish altogether.

Reading Dirda's review alongside this passage, you
wonder whether the flattening out of experience that Birkerts
describes has met its symbolic match in the thin, undeveloped
characters of Myst. We get the narratives we deserve, after all.
If the hive consciousness of global networking has done away
with "subjective immersion," then it's no wonder we're satis-
fied with the empty mental life of the Miller brothers' creation.
We don't notice the limitations of the art because our own
sense of self has been whittled away by the dark forces of per-
petual connectedness.

This sounds like a compelling reading, but it is
predicated on false assumptions. Like so much of contempo-
rary interface design, Myst is primarily a spatial experience. If
there is immersion, it is the immersion of locale, the strangely
hypnotic feeling of exploring a terra incognita, of losing your
bearings and then finding them again. The aesthetic pleasure
of Myst is closer to the environmental jazz of certain architec-
tural projects, where chance and disorientation are an explicit
part of the package—environments like the Pare Villette
installation outside Paris, or the eclectic sculptures scattered
throughout Manhattan's Hudson River Park. (The lowbrow
equivalent of all this, of course, is the densely imagineered
rides of Disney World.) If there are no lifelike characters in
Myst's fictional world, that is because the world itself is more

important that the characters that populate it. Denouncing
Myst for its lack of character development is like finding fault
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with an office building for its lack of emotional sophistication.
We don't expect our architects to re-create the intensities of
human consciousness—why should we expect anything more

from our interface designers?
You can see this distinction most clearly in the

popular forms of recent video games, like Sega's Sonic the
Hedgehog franchise. The visual iconography and storylines of
these games are literally cartoons, pitched at a ten-year-old's
level of sophistication. Widely hyped as the "fastest game on the
planet" when it was released in the early nineties, Sonic wasted
almost no time with complicated puzzles or thumb-straining
feats of manual dexterity For the most part, you blindly
whizzed along, scrolling at high speeds past a luminous back-
drop, bouncing and plummeting and catapulting along the way
For all the kinesis, the hapless Sonic addict had little control
over the onscreen character's actions; there were really only
two options—jump and go faster—and pretty much any combi-
nation of those two would produce something interesting on the
screen. The lack of control wasn't perceived as a drawback
because the whole point of the game—what made it such a phe-
nomenal success—lay in the sheer exhilaration of moving, and
moving fast. You didn't so much play Sonic as ride it. Its genetic
code was closer to a roller coaster than to a boaiw game. Sure,
there were levels you could advance to, and the occasional trap-
door or secret passageway, but these were largely vestigial ele-
ments, left over from the conventions of the game's more
sedentary predecessors. The game was finally all about the rush
and the intensity of moving through digital space; you didn't
need puzzles or plotlines for that. The game captivated its audi-
ence for environmental reasons, not narrative ones. Subsequent
blockbuster games—like Nintendo's lush, 3-D-rendered Mario

64—were merely variations on Sonic's original theme, per-
formed with more advanced instrumentation. The space was
what mattered. Everything else was incidental.

For the neo-Luddites, of course, this hardly satis-
fies as a defense of the medium. Even if you give up on the idea
of psychological depth, surely there's something oppressive in
the mindless acceleration of Sonic the Hedgehog and his ilk.
An art form predicated on speed alone is bound to remain at
the aesthetic level of roller coasters and amphetamines. As
with so much of today's techno-commentary, the critique is
half-right. If we were doomed exclusively to a succession of
Sonic imitators, our future would indeed look bleak. But the
information-spaces of Sega and Nintendo are only leading indi-
cators in this field, a glimpse of the future conveyed to us by
the modest means of the present. The audiences that roared
along with A Trip to the Moon —Georges Melies's 1902 special-
effects extravaganza—could sense that something potent was
in the works, but the idea that those jittery, flickering images
would somehow evolve into Citizen Kane and Vertigo—or even
Jurassic Park—would have seemed preposterous. Sonic and
Mario are the precocious infants lying at the base of what will
become a formidable family line. We can't predict what their
descendants will look like, but we can be sure that the
exploratory, spatial quality of the medium—the haptics of
information-space—will be of enormous importance to that
tradition, whatever it turns out to be.

Society Versus the Individual

All great symbolic forms address the conflict between the pri-
vate self and the larger community that frames that self,
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whether this valuation lies at the surface of the work or is
buried somewhere in its underlying assumptions. Most archi-
tecture gravitates naturally toward larger congregations of
people, just as most abstract art centers itself on private, sub-
jective contemplation. There are exceptions, of course—I think
of certain International Style skyscrapers that deadened the
lively, civic interaction that had once existed on the sidewalks
beneath them—but the more interesting cases tend to be those
where the form itself is not hardwired to accentuate one over
the other. The cinema, for instance, has a dual tradition of psy-
chological depth and social extroversion: the wintry mind-
scapes of Bergman's Persona next to the intertwined, communal
narratives of Altaian's Nashville or Short Cuts. Most enduring
cinematic works have been a balancing act of the two: the
broad social sweep of Charles Foster Kane's publishing empire
measured against the lost childhood of Rosebud; the vast inter-
national conspiracies of Klute countered by the stark, direct-
address shots of Jane Fonda talking through her problems on
the therapist's couch.

For a long time, the interface medium has concen-
trated most of its energies on the individual, for understand-
able reasons. The personal computer was just that, a personal
computer, designed from the ground up to be used by a single
individual, which is why most modern graphic interfaces draw
so heavily on the imagery of desktops and closed-door offices.
That symbolic sleight of hand is rightly celebrated, but who
knows what imaginative avenues it closed down to us. The
desktop metaphor is by definition a monadic system; it belongs
to the individual psyche the way Freud's case studies do, and
that inwardness can make it harder to think in more social,
more communal terms. Longtime Netheads never tire of talking

about the way the Internet explosion blindsided many so-called
silicon soothsayers. (The first issue of Wired barely mentioned
the Net.) Perhaps the success of the virtual desktop contributed
to this myopia, a zero-sum game of sorts, where the rise in one
model's fortune presupposes an equivalent, and opposite, reac-
tion in the other. Surely thinking in the language of solitary
rooms must, on some basic level, make it more difficult to think
in the language of public spaces.

Interestingly, it turns out to be harder to represent
communities using the tools of the modern graphic interface.
There have been a number of attempts at extended metaphors:
Magic Cap's 3-D office space opened onto a virtual "downtown"
that represented all the user's online activities; Apple's e-World
service dabbled tantalizingly with a "town square" metaphor.
Both dedgns were hyped heavily at their launch and then
quickly fizzled. The irony is that to this day, some of the most
engaged and elaborate virtual communities on the planet rely
on text-driven interfaces that wouldn't have looked out of place
in the seventies. (Most members of ECHO and the Well still rely
on command-line interfaces for their digital socializing.) This
can be taken as yet another sign that the power of text is under-
estimated by today's reigning design orthodoxy, but it should
also be seen as a call to arms for the next generation of interface
designers, a genuine problem in search of a solution.

Already the VRML worldscapes and the floating
orbs of The Palace suggest that new metaphors are on the way,
though most such virtual spaces have the air of a product demo
about them, a proof-of-concept for a concept that still needs
proving. Do people really want the environmental trappings of
lived space—the lavish furniture, the gothic chambers, the glit-
tering city lights—surrounding them as they type to each other,
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Twelve-tone music and abstract expressionism struck many ini-
tial observers as noise and empty scribbling, but audiences
eventually developed a taste for each. (Rothko derivatives now
hang in the lobbies of sleek hotel chains, and Schoenberg-style
scores pulsate behind most Hollywood thrillers.) Cutting-edge
information-spaces will perplex their first occupants, but the
most compelling designs will eventually grow more familiar,
more intuitive. Users will learn over time to inhabit each new
space, as though they were developing sea legs. After a few accli-
mations, the initial sense of disorientation will seem less intim-
idating, more like a challenge than an impediment. You can see
this aptitude already in the generation of kids raised on video
games. There's a certain fearlessness they exhibit upon entering
into a new information-space. Instead of reading the manual,
they'll learn the parameters in a more improvisational, hands-
on fashion. (Sherry Turkle's book Life on the Screen has some
wonderful studies of this activity) These kids learn by doing, by
experimenting, and that adventurousness comes from having
cracked the code of other digital spaces in the past.

But this idea of multiple interfaces—each with
its own logic, its own bylaws—also goes against the grain of
interface design as we know it. Up to now, consistency has been
a governing principle of the modern graphic interface. Apple
gets a great deal of credit for translating the Xerox PARC
desktop metaphor into a working product, but it probably
deserves just as much praise for the sheer consistency of its
information-spaces. For it is a basic rule of all interface design
that predictability matters as much as clarity You can have the
most powerful visual metaphor in the world, but if it doesn't
look the same from application to application, if the user must
relearn the interface's language with each new project, then the

power of that original metaphor is greatly compromised. Apple
alienated some developers with its insistence that the "File" and
"Edit" menus remain consistent in all applications, but that doc-
trinaire stand had an enormous payoff. For longtime Mac users,
reaching for the "save" command is as natural, as unthinking as
dialing a telephone, and the same familiarity extends to copying
a block of text or printing a document. We take these conven-
tions for granted now, but they were hard-won. It took a rigid set
of interface protocols to make them possible.

This predictability—the benign sameness of
shared conventions—disappears once a vibrant subculture of
interface designers comes into its own. Difference and novelty
are prune movers in most digital-age concerns, but in the world
of interface design they can be a genuine handicap. Information
architects with an eye on mainstream success will be torn
between two competing drives: the siren songs of intelligibility
and innovation, the desire to conform to existing conventions
battling it out with the desire to push the envelope. In this one
respect, traditional programmers have it easy New features are
always welcome in software programs—even if they come at
the cost of memory requirements or application speed. But new
interface conventions sometimes face near-insurmountable
odds in their bid for acceptance, for the very reason that they
happen to be new. The field of interface design, in its present
incarnation, naturally inclines toward repeated patterns, the
deep allure of standards, conventions, predictability. If there is
a gravitational force operating within this field—the one law
that cannot be resisted—it is the force of habit. If the user has
learned how to do something one way, then all subsequent itera-
tions of the software must abide by those same conventions.
Never make the user learn how to do the same thing twice.
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